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The spectrum of the magnetic hyperfine fields at the closed-shell probe nucleus 111Cd on the rare earth �R�
site of the pseudobinary Laves-phase compounds R1−xYxCo2 has been investigated by perturbed angular
correlation �PAC� spectroscopy at 10 K for the rare earth R=Tb and Ho at various Y concentrations x�0.8 and
for R=Gd, Dy, Er at the concentration x=0.3. Up to four components with different magnetic interaction
frequencies �M

i could be resolved from the PAC spectra. The relative intensities of these components are in fair
agreement with those of a binomial distribution of Y atoms on the four nearest neighbor �NN� R sites of the
probe nucleus. For all R constituents, one finds a strictly linear relation between the number nR of NN R atoms
and the magnetic hyperfine frequencies: �M

i =�M�4Y�+��M �nR.The frequency �M�4Y�=35�2� MHz is inde-
pendent of the R constituent and of the Y concentration up to x�0.6. These properties identify �M�4Y� as
the contribution of the Co 3d moments to the hyperfine interaction at the 111Cd site. The frequency steps
��M��0.1�M�4Y�� reflect the spin polarization directly induced by the 4f spins at the probe nucleus. From Gd
to Er, the spin polarization decreases much stronger than expected from the linear variation of the 4f spin in the
heavy R series. An indirect 4f contribution caused by a dependence of the Co 3d moment on the number of R
neighbors can be excluded. The relation �M

i =�M�4Y�+��M �nR then implies that the contributions of the 3d
and 4f spins to the magnetic hyperfine field in RCo2 have the same relative sign.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The magnetic properties of intermetallic compounds of
3d- and 4f-elements RxMy �R=rare earth, M =Fe, Co, Ni,
Mn� have been intensively investigated by measurements of
the magnetic hyperfine field Bhf experienced by the nuclei of
suitable probe atoms.1,2 The magnetic hyperfine field at the
nuclei of nonrare earth atoms is caused by the Fermi contact
term in the nucleus-electron interaction and reflects the spin
polarization of the s electrons at the probe nucleus. A finite
s-electron spin density may arise from the spin polarization
of the host conduction electrons, the polarization of the elec-
tron core of the probe by a localized spin, and the overlap of
the valence electrons of the probe with spin polarized va-
lence electrons of the magnetic ions.

In RxMy compounds where the transition element carries a
3d-magnetic moment, both the 3d and the 4f sublattice con-
tribute to the hyperfine field. One way to separate these con-
tributions and study the 3d-4f interaction is the systematic
variation of the 4f contribution by partial substitution of the
magnetic R atoms by nonmagnetic La, Y, or Lu. In the
present paper we report a perturbed angular correlation
�PAC� study of the spectrum of magnetic hyperfine fields at
the probe nucleus 111Cd on the R site of pseudobinary
R1−xYxCo2 which is an extension of our previous investiga-
tion of the 4f-spin dependence of Bhf�

111Cd� in RCo2 �Ref.
3�.

The magnetic properties of RCo2 depend crucially on the
interaction of the 3d and the 4f sublattices. The enhanced
Pauli paramagnet YCo2 shows a metamagnetic transition
to a highly magnetized state in external magnetic fields

Bcr�80 T, indicating that the Co 3d band in YCo2 is on the
verge of spontaneous magnetic order. In RCo2, intra-atomic
4f-5d and interatomic 5d-3d exchange spin polarizes the
itinerant 3d-electron system, resulting in magnetic order with
Curie temperatures TC�392 K �GdCo2� when the corre-
sponding molecular field Bmol exceeds the critical value of 80
T �Refs. 4 and 5�.

The interaction of the 3d and 4f sublattice in RCo2 has

been previously investigated by 59Co �Refs. 6–9�, 165Ho

�Refs. 10 and 11�, and 159Tb �Ref. 12� measurements of the
hyperfine field distribution in R1−xYxCo2. The NMR spectra
show a satellite structure caused by the statistical occupation
of the nearest neighbor �NN� R sites of the NMR nuclei by
nonmagnetic Y. The dominant contribution to the total hyper-
fine field comes in these cases from the electronic shell of the
probe nucleus itself. The hyperfine field of 59Co in RCo2

mainly stems from the core polarization by the Co 3d mo-
ment and has a substantial anisotropic orbital contribution,
the field at 165Ho is dominated by the large unquenched or-
bital angular momentum of the 4f shell. The extraction of the
environmental contributions to the hyperfine field distribu-
tions in the presence of strong probe-related effects is a com-
plex task, and it appears interesting to extend these substitu-
tion experiments to closed-shell probes where the s-electron
spin polarization induced by the host moments is the only
source of the magnetic hyperfine interaction. We have inves-
tigated the spectrum of hyperfine fields experienced by the
closed-shell probe 111Cd in Tb1−xYxCo2 at 10 K as a function
of the Y concentration in the range 0�x�0.8. Furthermore,
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Ho1−xYxCo2 was studied in the concentration range 0�x
�0.5. PAC measurements were also carried out for the R
constituents R=Gd, Dy, and Er at the Y concentration x
=0.3.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Sample preparation and equipment

The PAC measurements were carried out with the 171–
245 keV cascade of 111Cd which is populated by the electron
capture decay of the 2.8 d isotope 111In. The samples were
produced by arc melting of the metallic components in the
stoichiometric ratio in an argon atmosphere and character-
ized by x-ray diffraction. Most compounds were single C15
phases. Although the samples were remelted several times
for homogenization, a slight contamination by a foreign
phase, possibly YCo3, was observed in a few cases. The
relative intensity of this foreign phase was usually �5%.

The samples were doped with the PAC probe 111In/ 111Cd
by diffusion �800 °C, 12 h� of carrier-free 111In into the host
lattices. Annealing for longer periods �up to eight days� sys-
tematically leads to a deterioration of the PAC spectra. We
therefore refrained from other heat treatment than the diffu-
sion. PAC measurements were carried out with a standard
four-detector BaF2 setup. The samples were cooled to 10 K
in a closed-cycle He refrigerator.

B. Data analysis

The angular correlation theory of two successive � rays of
a �-� cascade, expressed by angular correlation coefficients
Akk �k=2,4� may be modulated in time by hyperfine interac-
tions �HFI’s� in the intermediate state of the cascade. For
polycrystalline samples this modulation can be described by
the perturbation factor Gkk�t� which depends on the multi-
pole order, the symmetry and time dependence of the inter-
action, and on the spin of the intermediate state �for details
see, e.g., Frauenfelder and Steffen13�.

The absence of an electric quadrupole at 111Cd in para-
magnetic RCo2 �Ref. 3� shows that the probe atom resides on
the cubic R site. In the ferromagnetic phase we are therefore
dealing with a perturbation by a pure magnetic interaction,
characterized by the Larmor frequency 	m=2
�m
=g�NBhf /�. In this case the perturbation factor can be ex-
pressed in an analytical form

G22�t� = 1/5 + 2/5n=1,2 cos�n	mt� . �1�

If the ensemble of the probe nuclei is subject to a distribution
rather than a unique hyperfine interaction, the nuclear spins
of the ensemble no longer precess all with the same fre-
quency and an attenuation of the oscillation amplitudes re-
sults which is the stronger the broader the distribution. The
effect of a Lorentzian HFI distribution of relative width � on
the angular correlation can be approximated by

Gkk�t� = sk0 + nskn cos�	nt�exp�− �n	nt� . �2�

When several fractions of nuclei subject to different HFI’s
are found in the same sample, the effective perturbation fac-
tor is given by

Gkk�t� = if iGkk
i �t� , �3�

f i �with if i=1� is the relative intensity of the ith fraction.

III. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

In all compounds R1−xYxCo2 a PAC spectrum was taken
in the paramagnetic phase at room temperature. Without ex-
ception, the angular correlation was found to be as unper-
turbed as in RCo2 �Ref. 3� from which we can conclude that
at all Y concentrations and R constituents of R1−xYxCo2 the
probe 111Cd resides on the cubic R site.

The PAC spectra of 111Cd in Tb1−xYxCo2 at 10 K for the
Y concentrations 0�x�0.8 are shown in Fig. 1. The peri-
odic modulation of the anisotropy in TbCo2 �x=0.0� is char-
acteristic for a perturbation by a single magnetic hyperfine
interaction. The Lorentzian distribution of the hyperfine field
responsible for the weak damping of oscillation amplitudes
has a relative width of ��0.01 �see Eq. �2��. As Y is added
to TbCo2, the periodicity is lost, the oscillation amplitudes
decay with increasing time. At small and intermediate con-
centrations 0.1�x�0.5 one observes a complex modulation
pattern at times t�100 ns which is clear evidence for a su-
perposition of several components with different, well-
defined magnetic hyperfine frequencies �M

i . These modula-
tions disappear for larger concentrations x�0.5.

For concentrations x�0.5, up to four discrete components
with relative intensities f i and well-defined frequencies �M

i

FIG. 1. PAC spectra of 111Cd in Tb1−xYxCo2 at 10 K for differ-
ent Y concentrations.
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are necessary to describe the measured perturbation factor.
At these concentrations the linewidths could be treated as
free parameters and the analysis resulted in �i�0.03. Start-
ing at the highest �M, the frequencies decrease in constant
steps of ��M =2.9�1� MHz.

At higher concentrations x�0.5, when the perturbation
factor loses its complex oscillatory structure at t�100 ns,
the spectra can in principle be reproduced by a single site
subject to a broad hyperfine field distribution ���0.1�. How-
ever, to come to a consistent description of the spectra over
the entire concentration range, we assumed several well-
defined hyperfine interactions also for large Y concentra-
tions. In this case it becomes necessary to constrain the
Lorentzian line widths �i in the analysis. It was assumed that
the same values of �i hold for all concentrations and the
measurements were then analyzed by fitting a superposition
of several components with relative intensities f i, hyperfine
frequencies �M

i , and fixed linewidths �i=0.03 �see Eqs. �2�
and �3�� to the experimental spectra.

At x=0.1 and x=0.2 two and three components, respec-
tively, were sufficient to describe the measured spectra. For
x�0.3, four different components, all of them with a Lorent-
zian line-width of �i=0.03, were adjusted to the measured
perturbation factor. To test for a correlation between the fre-
quencies and the relative intensities, generally two fits were
carried out. First, the intensities were fixed to the values
expected for a binomial distribution of nR=4 to 0 R atoms on
the four nearest neighbor R sites of the probe, assuming that
the hyperfine frequencies decrease with decreasing number
of NN R atoms which is suggested by the fact that the fre-
quency of the strongest component at x�0.2 is identical to
that measured in RCo2. In the second step of the analysis, the
intensities were treated as free fit parameters. The assump-
tions on the relative intensities were found to affect the fre-
quencies by less than 0.5%. The frequencies �M

i and the rela-
tive intensities f i of the components derived from the
measured spectra at different concentrations are collected in
Figs. 2 and 3.

In addition to Tb1−xYxCo2, PAC spectra were measured
for all other heavy R at the concentration x=0.3. This par-

ticular concentration was chosen because in the series
Tb1−xYxCo2 the four magnetic configurations could be sepa-
rated with the highest precision at x�0.3–0.4. In the case of
R=Ho, the measurements were extended to other concentra-
tions.

The PAC spectra observed at the concentration x=0.3 for
the constituents R=Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er are compared in
Fig. 4. One may distinguish two groups: The spectra of
Gd0.7Y0.3Co2 and Tb0.7Y0.3Co2 are characterized by a com-
plex oscillatory structure at large delay times, those of R
=Dy, Ho, Er only show a decay of the oscillation amplitudes.
Similar magnetic perturbation patterns were found in
Ho1−xYxCo2 up to Y concentrations x�0.4. At higher con-
centrations the magnetic interaction disappeared and the
spectra reflected broad, temperature-independent quadrupole
distributions. The observation of damped amplitudes rather
than a complex oscillatory structure implies that for R=Dy,
Ho, Er the frequency differences of the components are
much smaller than for R=Gd and Tb.

In the case of Gd0.7Y0.3Co2 the analysis resulted in four
components with sharply defined magnetic interactions, de-
creasing from the largest value �M =50.5�1� MHz in constant
steps of ��M =3.98�5� MHz. This large ��M allowed the de-
termination of the Lorentzian line-widths �i without con-
straints. For all four components we obtained �i�0.015. The
relative intensities f i were comparable to those of
Tb0.7Y0.3Co2 shown in Fig. 3.

The spectra showing a damping of the oscillation ampli-
tudes, i.e., those observed in R0.7Y0.3Co2; R=Dy, Er, and

FIG. 2. Four magnetic interaction frequencies �M
i derived from

the PAC spectra of 111Cd in Tb1−xYxCo2 as a function of the Y
concentration x.

FIG. 3. Relative intensities of the four components with fre-
quencies �M

i as a function of the Y concentration x, derived from the
PAC spectra 111Cd in Tb1−xYxCo2 at 10 K, with the relative widths
of the Lorentzian frequency distributions fixed to �i=0.03. The
solid lines correspond to the probabilities of finding nR=4,3,2,1 R
atoms on the four nearest neighbor R sites of the probe nucleus for
the case of a binomial distribution.
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Ho1−xYxCo2; x�0.4 were analyzed constraining the Lorent-
zian widths to �i=0.03. Fits assuming �i� three or four com-
ponents with free intensities, and �ii� four components with
the intensities fixed to the values for a binomial distribution
of Y atoms were compared. The assumption of four compo-
nents �for x=0.3 and 0.4� resulted in clearly better fits. Using
either free or fixed intensities left the frequencies of
R0.7Y0.3Co2 unchanged within a range of one percent. In the
case of Ho1−xYxCo2, the variation of the frequencies �M

i with
the Y concentration was found to be �0.7 MHz ��2% � for
0.1�x�0.5. The frequencies �M

i obtained in this way from
the spectra R0.7Y0.3Co2; R=Dy, Er, and Ho1−xYxCo2; x
�0.4 differ by multiples of a constant ��M. The frequency
step, however, is considerably smaller than in the case of
Tb1−xYxCo2 and Gd0.7Y0.3Co2. This is clearly seen in Fig. 5
where the frequencies �M

i derived from the spectra of
R0.7Y0.3Co2 for the different R constituents have been col-
lected. The frequencies shown for Tb and Ho correspond to
the average values of the concentration ranges 0�x�0.6
and 0�x�0.4, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

The main results of the low temperature PAC measure-
ments displayed in Figs. 2, 3, and 5 can be summarized as
follows:

�1� Up to four different magnetic configurations with fre-
quencies �M

i and relative intensities f i have been identified in
the PAC spectra of R1−xYxCo2 �R=Tb, Ho� and R0.7Y0.3Co2
�R=Gd, Dy, Er�. The low-concentration spectra of R=Gd, Tb
leave no doubt that these frequencies are sharply defined.
The relative width of the field distribution does not exceed
�=0.03.

�2� The frequencies �M
i differ by multiples of a constant

frequency step ��M which strongly decreases from Gd to Er.

�3� The Y content can be increased to considerable levels
without affecting the frequencies. In Tb1−xYxCo2 and
Ho1−xYxCo2 the frequencies are practically independent of
the Y concentration up to x�0.6 �Tb� and 0.4 �Ho�. In this
concentration range, the largest of the four frequencies
��45 MHz� of Tb1−xYxCo2 decreases �see Fig. 2� by less
than 0.05 MHZ �0.1%�, the second and third largest frequen-
cies by at most 0.5 MHz.

�4� For concentrations x�0.5, the relative intensities of
the four fractions in the spectra of Tb1−xYxCo2 agree well
with the probabilities of finding nR=4,3,2,1 R atoms on the 4
NN R sites of the probe nucleus 111Cd for the case of a
random distribution �solid lines in Fig. 3�. For x�0.5, the
relative intensities deviate slightly from the binomial prob-
abilities suggesting some preference of the probe atom for
the configurations with two or more Tb atoms.

The agreement between the measured intensities and the
binomial probabilities identifies the number nR of nearest R
neighbors as the parameter which characterizes the four mag-
netic configurations detected in the PAC spectra. The obser-
vation of constant frequency steps then leads to the conclu-
sion that the hyperfine interaction of 111Cd on the R site of
R1−xYxCo2 is a strictly linear function of the number nR of
nearest R neighbors. For all R constituents, the largest of the
four frequencies is—within 1%—identical to that of 111Cd in
nondiluted RCo2 �Ref. 3� which defines the point nR=4 on
the nR axis in Fig. 5.

We may therefore write the frequencies �M
i as

�M
i = �M�4Y� + ��M � nR. �4�

The values of ��M and �M�4Y� for the heavy rare earths
derived from the data in Fig. 5 are plotted in Fig. 6 versus the
R spin projection �g−1�J.

A decrease of the magnetic interaction upon substitution
of R by Y atoms has also been found in NMR �Refs. 6–9�
measurements of 59Co in R1−xYxCo2 and 165Ho in

FIG. 4. PAC spectra of 111Cd in R0.7Y0.3Co2 at 10 K for R
=Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er.

FIG. 5. Frequencies �M
i detected in the PAC spectra of

111Cd:R1−xYxCo2 versus the number of R atoms in the NN R shell
of the probe nucleus. The frequencies shown for R=Tb and Ho are
the average values of the concentration ranges 0�x�0.6 and 0
�x�0.4, respectively. The frequencies for the other R constituent
correspond to the Y concentration x=0.3.
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Ho0.03GdxY0.97−xCo2 �Refs. 10 and 11� where the addition of
Y leads to satellites at lower frequencies. Correspondingly,
the addition of Gd to YFe2 produces satellites at higher fre-
quencies in the 89Y NMR spectra of Y1−xGdxFe2 �Refs. 14
and 15�.

It is interesting to compare the 111Cd PAC results dis-
played in Figs. 2 and 5 to those obtained by NMR for 165Ho
in Gd0.97−xHo0.03YxCo2 �Refs. 10 and 11�. In both cases, dis-
crete frequencies �M

i are observed which �for constant x�
differ by constant frequency steps. For R=Gd and the Y
concentration x=0.3, the corresponding transferred hyperfine
fields per NN Gd atom are 3.2 and 1.7 T at 165Ho and 111Cd,
respectively. The PAC and the NMR results differ consider-
ably with respect to the concentration dependence of �M

i . In
the case of 165Ho, the hyperfine field for a given nR decreases
monotonically with increasing Y concentration by as much
as 2.5 T in the range 0�x�0.5, in the case of 111Cd the
largest decrease in the same concentration range compatible
with the experimental data in Fig. 2 is 0.2 T. When compar-
ing these probes, it must be remembered that the huge hy-
perfine field at 165Ho in Gd0.97Ho0.03Co2 of �743 T �free
Ho3+ value: 808 T� is mainly caused by the orbital angular
momentum of the 4f shell. Arif and McCausland,10 have
pointed out that incipient quenching of the Ho moment by
crystal field interactions which reduces the hyperfine field is
expected to become more important when the exchange in-
teraction is weakened by Y substitution and could thus ac-
count for the observed decrease of the hyperfine field with
increasing Y content.

When discussing the frequency differences of the various
components expressed by Eq. �4�, the contribution of the
dipolar field to the total hyperfine field has to be considered.
The dipolar field seen by a probe nucleus on the cubic R site
of the C15 lattice of RCo2 �nR=4� vanishes, but finite contri-
butions Bdip are expected when the cubic symmetry is broken

by substituting up to three of the four NN R atoms by non-
magnetic Y �1�nR�3�. Consequently, for a given value of
nR., the ensemble of probe nuclei is subject to field distribu-
tion rather than a unique hyperfine field. For random substi-
tution, however, the ensemble average for each nR still has
cubic symmetry and the weighted sum over all dipolar con-
tributions therefore vanishes, independent of the easy-
magnetization direction. The corresponding frequency distri-
butions are therefore centered at �M

i . Their width may be
estimated from the dipolar field caused by a magnetic
moment of 10 �B at a distance of �3/16�1/2a �a
=lattice constant of RCo2=0.72 nm�: Bdip�0.6 T. For 111Cd
this corresponds to �M

dip�1.5 MHz, so that �M
dip/�M

i

�3.5 10−2. Such a narrow field distribution only causes a
slow decay of the precession amplitudes with time. We may
therefore conclude that the dipolar field does not contribute
to the frequencies �M

i . The linear decrease of �M
i with de-

creasing number nR reflects changes of the spin polarization
at the probe site with the number of NN 4f spins.

According to Eq. �4�, the hyperfine field consists of a
local part Bhf

loc���MnR controlled by the nearest R neighbors
and a contribution �M�4Y� from the “magnetic background”
acting on the probe nuclei when the four nearest magnetic R
neighbors have been substituted by non-magnetic Y atoms.

Remarkably, the “background” contribution �M�4Y� is to
a large degree independent of the R constituent and of the Y
concentration: At x=0.3, the mean value of all R constituents
is �M�4Y�=35�2� MHz with a standard deviation of 5% �see
Fig. 6�, and for R=Tb and Ho where several concentrations
have been investigated, this value remains unchanged up to
Y concentrations of x�0.6 �Tb� and x�0.4 �Ho�.

The absence of a R dependence of �M�4Y� implies that
contributions to the hyperfine field from 4f spins in the sec-

ond NN shell at distance a /�2 �a=7.2 Ǻ� and beyond are
negligibly small which favors short-range 4f –5d exchange
and 5d-probe overlap16 rather than long-range Ruderman-
Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida �RKKY� coupling as the mechanism
leading to the spin polarization at the probe nucleus.

The frequency �M�4Y� therefore reflects the s-electron
spin polarization caused at the probe site by the Co sublat-
tice. The dominant contribution is expected to come from the
12 nearest Co neighbors of the probe at 0.414 a. Each of
these 12 Co sites is surrounded by 6 R positions. One of
these R sites is occupied by the probe itself, two are nearest
R neighbors to the probe occupied by Y atoms and on the
remaining three in the second and third NN R shells of the
probe one has—depending on the Y concentration—a statis-
tical distribution of R and Y atoms.

The observation that �M�4Y� in Tb1−xYxCo2 and
Ho1−xYxCo2 is independent of the degree of Y substitution up
to concentrations of x�0.6 �Tb� and x�0.4 �Ho� then leads
us to conclude that the average 3d moment of these 12 NN
Co atoms is constant over a large concentration range. This
conclusion is consistent with the saturation behavior of the
Co 3d moment: Above the critical field Bcr for the metamag-
netic transition, the Co 3d moment varies—if at all—only
slightly with increasing molecular field Bmol �Ref. 4�. For a
quantitative discussion, we consider the concentration depen-
dence of the molecular field Bmol acting at the nearest Co

FIG. 6. Parameters �M�4Y� �top section� and ��M �bottom sec-
tion� describing the dependence of the magnetic frequencies �M

i of
111Cd:R1−xYxCo2 on the number nR of nearest R neighbors of the
probe nucleus versus the spin projection �g−1�J. �M�4Y� and ��M

were determined by fitting Eq. �4� to the data in Fig. 5. The dashed
line illustrates a linear spin dependence of ��M. In addition, the
bottom section also shows the spin dependence of the magnetic
hyperfine frequency of 111Cd in RNi2 �right-hand scale�.
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neighbors of the probe. As the 3d–4f interaction is of short
range, it appears justified to assume that Bmol is proportional
to the number of nearest R neighbors nR�Co� of these Co
atoms: Bmol�nR�Co�. �Note: We use the notations nR and
nR�Co� to describe the number of NN R atoms of the probe
�R� site and of the Co sites, respectively�. Assuming that for
a given NN R environment of the probe, characterized by nR,
the three R atoms in the second and third R shell of the probe
are statistically substituted by Y, the average number of NN
R atoms nR�Co� surrounding the NN Co sites of the probe
varies with the Y concentration x as

nR�Co� = nR/2 + 3�1 − x� . �5�

The first term comes from the two R sites which are nearest
neighbors both to the probe and the Co site under consider-
ation, the second term accounts for the other three R sites.

With Bmol�nR�Co� and Eq. �5� one may estimate the criti-
cal concentration xcr at which the molecular field drops be-
low Bcr�80 T. The molecular field of RCo2 �nR�Co�=6� is
about 250 and 380 T for R=Ho and Tb, respectively �Ref. 4�.
For nR=0, the decrease of Bmol with increasing x reaches Bcr
at xcr�0.6 and 0.36 for Tb and Ho, respectively. These val-
ues agree fairly well with the concentration ranges for which
our data indicate a constant 3d moment. Our data are also in
agreement with the result of a neutron diffraction study of
Tb1−xYxCo2 �Ref. 17� where a substantial decrease of the 3d
moment from �Co �1 �B was observed only for x�0.6. A
similar conclusion has been drawn from the 159Tb NMR data
�Ref. 12�.

With �M�4Y� independent of R, the entire contribution of
the 4f sublattice to the hyperfine field Bhf

4f is described by the
local part Bhf

loc���MnR. In principle, two 4f contributions are
conceivable: a direct contribution of the NN 4f spins to the
spin polarization at the probe and an indirect 4f contribution
caused by a dependence of the 3d moment on the number nR
via changes of the local molecular field Bmol.

The observation that the frequencies �M
i are practically

independent of the Y concentration up large values of x,
however, argues strongly against an indirect 4f contribution
to Bhf

loc. As shown by Eq. �5�, both the number nR of NN R
atoms and the Y concentration x affect the molecular field at
the 12 nearest Co neighbors of the probe. If the 3d moment
of this Co environment would change with nR via Bmol, the
same mechanism should lead to a variation of the 3d moment
with the Y concentration. This should show up as a concen-
tration dependence of the frequencies �M

i in the PAC spectra
�see Fig. 2� since for a given nR the direct 4f contribution can
be assumed to be constant.

Consider the case of Tb1−xYxCo2: Even the smallest of the
four frequencies ��M =37 MHz, see Fig. 2�, which corre-
sponds to nR=1, is practically constant up to x�0.6. This
means that the molecular field in Tb1−xYxCo2 can be reduced
by changes of the Y concentration to about Bmol�110 T �Eq.
�5� with nR=1, x=0.6� without affecting the 3d moment.
Consequently, there is no support for a change of the mo-
ment with increasing nR, where Bmol�110 T.

Based on these arguments, we exclude—for the Y concen-
trations studied in this paper—a sizeable indirect 4f contri-

bution to the discrete frequency steps ��M via changes of the
local 3d moment. This conclusion is also supported by the
fact the frequencies �M

i are sharply defined. If the 3d mo-
ments would vary with the number nR�Co�, one would ex-
pect distributions of the interaction frequencies because of
the statistical occupation of the NN R sites of the Co sites
with R and Y atoms.

In the analysis of 59Co NMR spectra of Y1−xRxCo2, Hiro-
sawa et al.,6 and Hirosawa and Nakamura7,8 arrive at a dif-
ferent result. The appearance of satellites at lower frequen-
cies when R atoms are substituted by Y atoms is attributed to
a strong dependence of the Co moment on the number
nR�Co� of nearest R neighbors.

The contributions of the 3d and the 4f sublattice to the
total hyperfine field of 111Cd in R1−yYxCo2 are now clearly
identified: The linear increase of the hyperfine field with in-
creasing nR reflects the spin polarization induced by the near-
est 4f spins at the probe site: Bhf

4f =Bhf
loc���MnR, and �M�4Y�

describes the contribution of the 3d system Bhf
3d��M�4Y�.

The observation that the frequencies �M
i increase with in-

creasing number of nearest R neighbors �Fig. 5 and Eq. �4��
then implies that the 3d and the 4f contribution to the total
hyperfine field have the same relative sign: Bhf=Bhf

3d+Bhf
4f.

The assumption of an opposite sign, Bhf=Bhf
3d−Bhf

4f is in con-
flict with the experimental observation: If one accepts that
Bhf

4f decreases with decreasing number nR of nearest R neigh-
bors, an explanation of �M

i =�M�4Y�+��M �nR with the as-
sumption Bhf=Bhf

3d−Bhf
4f would require that the 3d contribu-

tion and thus the 3d moment also decreases with decreasing
nR. This, however, is incompatible �see Eq. �5�� with the fact
that the individual frequencies �M

i are constant over a large
range of Y concentrations.

Our conclusion that the relative sign the 3d and the 4f
contributions to Bhf is positive agrees with the analysis of the
satellite structure of 59Y NMR spectra in pseudobinary
GdxY1−xFe2 �Refs. 14 and 15�. A NN Gd atom increases the
hyperfine field at the Y site of YFe2. First-principles
electronic-structure calculations by Guenzburger et al.18 have
shown that the transferred hyperfine field responsible for this
increase arises from the direct polarization of the s electrons
at Y by the 4f spin of Gd. The larger Bhf in the presence of a
NN R atom then implies that the 3d and the 4f contributions
to Bhf have the same direction. From NMR spectra of 165Ho
in Gd0.97−xHo0.03YxCo2 also Arif et al.11 conclude that the
NN 4f and the 3d contributions to Bhf have the same relative
sign.

In R metals and many R intermetallic compounds in
which magnetic order is sustained by indirect 4f-4f interac-
tion alone, the hyperfine field induced by the localized 4f
spins at the nucleus of a nonmagnetic probe atom is in first
approximation proportional to the effective exchange param-
eter � and the spin projection �g−1�J. As � varies little with
the atomic number of the heavy R, one mostly finds a more
or less linear dependence of Bhf on the R spin projection. It
has been shown above, that the frequency steps ��M �Eq. �4�
and Figs. 2 and 4� reflect the conduction-electron polariza-
tion �CEP� directly induced at 111Cd by the NN 4f spins and
therefore one would expect an approximately linear decrease
of ��M from Gd to Er. Figure 6, however, shows that the
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spin dependence of ��M is far from linear. Especially in the
case of R=Dy and Ho, ��M is about a factor of 2 smaller
than expected.

This pronounced nonlinearity of ��M versus �g−1�J has a
striking resemblance to the spin dependence of the hyperfine
field of 111Cd in the isostructural series RNi2 �Ref. 19�. In
RNi2, the 3d element carries a magnetic moment of at most a
few hundredths of a Bohr magneton. The conduction elec-
tron polarization in RNi2 is therefore exclusively due to the
indirect 4f –4f interaction. The s-electron density and the
lattice parameters of RCo2 and RNi2 are rather similar and if
we presume the same for the exchange parameter, the 4f
contribution to the total hyperfine field of 111Cd in RCo2
should be of the order of the hyperfine field of 111Cd in RNi2.
The comparison of ��M and �M�111Cd:RNi2� in Fig. 6 shows
that these quantities have a rather similar spin dependence
characterized by a strong nonlinear decrease between R
=Gd and Dy. The Curie temperatures of RNi2 deviate in a
similar way from the de Gennes relation TC� �g−1�2J�J
+1�. Even quantitatively, ��M and �M�111Cd:RNi2� /4—the
contribution of one R neighbor to �M�111Cd:RNi2�—are very
close to each other �e.g., 3.9 and 4.5 MHz, respectively, for
R=Gd�. Although an accidental similarity can a priori not be
excluded, it seems possible that the nonlinearity in the spin
dependence of ��M and �M�111Cd:RNi2� are caused by the
same mechanism. For an understanding of this mechanism, a
first-principles calculation of the spin densities induced in
RNi2 by exchange with the 4f spins appears necessary.

When analyzing the spin dependence of the magnetic hy-
perfine field of 111Cd in RCo2 �Ref. 3�, we have assumed �i�

that the 3d and the 4f contributions to Bhf have opposite
signs and �ii� that the 4f contribution is a linear function of
�g−1�J. Both assumptions are overruled by the present ex-
perimental data. With these results, the variation of
Bhf�

111Cd:RCo2� can practically be attributed to the spin de-
pendence of Bhf

4f �Fig. 6� alone which implies that the Co 3d
moment is almost constant from R=Gd to R=Er.

In summary, up to four components with different mag-
netic interaction frequencies �M

i have been detected in the
PAC spectra of 111Cd on R sites of R1−xYxCo2. These fre-
quencies are to a large extent independent of the Y concen-
tration �x�0.6 for R=Tb�. They are related to the number nR
of nearest R neighbors of the PAC probe by �M

i =�M�4Y�
+��M �nR. The frequency �M�4Y� can be identified as the
contribution of the 3d sublattice to the magnetic hyperfine
interaction. From the observation that �M�4Y� is independent
of the Y concentration it follows that the 3d moment of the
nearest Co environment of the probe is constant up to x
=0.6 �in Tb1−xYxCo2�. The frequency steps ��M reflect the
spin polarization directly induced by the 4f spins at the probe
nucleus. The variation of ��M with the 4f spin shows a
pronounced nonlinearity which strongly resembles the
4f-spin dependence of the magnetic hyperfine interaction of
111Cd in RNi2.
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